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Main Requirements Route Nomenclature Bidding Charters

PROCESSING

Sort by number

Complete sub-request

1200.1.1 Dortmund, Germany

Charleroi, Belgium

08.12.2020 5:10

 12.12.2020 12:30

John Waltz

+62 813 583 22 21

Saddle tractor 10 cargo places

X 163 BA 13 1160.0 kg

COMPLETED

1200.1.2 Ul. Avanesova, 54, Barnaul, Altayskiy kray
08.12.2020 5:10

Paul Goddard Fuel truck 15 cargo places

IN TRANSIT

Add charter



Challenge

Our goal was to develop a transport logistics management 

system for a large manufacturing company. It would help 

with carrier selection, track the timing and movement of the 

cargo along the entire route.



Requests block was developed first and 
included functions such as:

Requests Module

solution

Requests log for transportation 


Costs and dimensions of cargo log


Setting requirements for transportation 
depending on the type of cargo


Items log for delivery


Tracking history of cargo during transportation


Possibility of dividing requests’ route into several 
segments via different carriers



As the next step, we developed a service 
for bidding and collecting offers from carriers:

Stock Module

Solution

Automatic selection of carriers depending 
on the type of cargo and transportation  
requirements


Manual management of the supplier list


Prompt reporting for deciding 
on the best offer



Within the Stock Module contractor can:

Stock Module

Solution

View the list of orders for which there are active trades


Submit proposals and track the selection of the winner 
on the application


Maintain a list of charters by winning applications


Plan the resources involved in transportation

Brought clients and 
contractors into one space

Reduced costs 
of transport logistics



We have developed features for planning and allocating 
resources for requests:

Resources & Charters 
Module

Solution

Directory of resources log of the carrier company


Resources involved in the transportation process log 
(cars, drivers, equipment, warehouses, etc.)


Client approval of resources


Assigning resources to a specific request


Allocation of resources between charters


Functional accounting of all charters on request



We have developed a module that allows:

Nomenclature  
Management Module 

Solution

Maintain documentation for the acceptance 
and transfer of cargo


Scan nomenclature at checkout


Deal with deviations identified during acceptance

Reduced operational errors because 
of the transition to electronic 
document flow according to the 
nomenclature
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